Finding a Freelance Graphic Designer Online Is Easy When
Outsourcing Projects on Freelance Websites

Type in the search: 'Graphic Designers' into Google and it will return more than 3.3 million results
back to you. Needless to say navigating through thousands upon millions of results is time consuming
which is why more and more people are using sites such as Freelance for their graphic design
requirements. Sites such as Elance provide a much more elegant and simpler solution then manually
looking up web pages and contacting graphic designers individually. It's a lot like shopping on EBay.
Instead of going to different online stores to get things why not go to one place where you know
millions of people are selling almost everything imaginable.
The greatest feature of sites like Elance and Freelancer is that on these sites, designers bid for your
project, allowing you a chance to compare and select prices and skill sets that suit you best. It's like a
reverse auctioning process. Instead of freelancers bidding ever-higher prices they will try to outbid
each other by providing more and more competitive prices. This makes venturing to these sites a
very cost effective and time efficient way to access the cream of the crop in terms of graphic
designers.
Unlike many design agency websites, which can be found online, yet only offer offline services
freelance artisans can give you visual solutions all online, making it easy to send and receive images
and instructions.
Another great aspects of finding graphic designers online via sites such as Odesk are that the system
runs on a trust system. As jobs get finished both project mangers and outsourcers must provide
feedback ensuring that a just feedback rating is delivered. Comments can tell a lot about how a
person can operate and you can quickly weed out outsourcers whom you would prefer to not work
with and outsourcers whom you would be happy to invite.
Need graphic design help online? Through online freelance sites, a range of projects can be
contracted to graphic designers online to help you with designing anything from a logo, to
completely redesigning your company's image. The list below represents a small sample of what is
possible to outsource graphically online
• Advertising
• Signage
• Posters
• Business cards
• Logos
• Product branding
• Brochures
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It's important to realize that in choosing a freelance graphic designer online, cheapest doesn't always
mean the best. Look at feedback from past employers, look at the type of jobs they did and whether
they will be suitable to do the jobs you require. If in doubt ask them for more relevant work history
and experience. All this will ensure you get the best graphic designer every time.
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